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Bilingual Books Inc.,U.S., United States, 2001. Sheet map, folded. Book Condition: New. 286 x 111
mm. Language: Spanish . Brand New Book. INGLES un mapa del lenguaje (ENGLISH a language
map) gives Spanish speakers exactly what they need at a glance with the most essential English
words right at their fingertips. A completely new and innovative style of phrasebook! Asking for
directions, ordering a meal or purchasing tickets, all in English, is simply a breeze! Special phonetics
specifically designed for Spanish speakers makes pronunciation easy. Light-weight and durable,
INGLES un mapa del lenguaje (ENGLISH a language map) goes everywhere with ease --- from the
Empire State Building to the Golden Gate Bridge. This Language Map(r) is a must-have for any
Spanish speaker visiting an English-speaking country. Perfect for the casual tourist. Ideal for a
student s homestay. ** Hundreds of words and phrases you ll need most ** Divided into key
categories such as Asking Questions, Dining Out, Meeting People, Shopping, Sightseeing,
Transportation and much more ** Unique snap-open and fold design ** Pronunciation is easy with
simple phonetics specifically designed for the Spanish speaker ** Ultra-thin (barely 1/8 thick) and
light-weight (under two ounces) ** Laminated for durability **...
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is straightforward in study safer to recognize. It is writter in straightforward words and never hard to understand. Its been printed in an
extremely straightforward way and it is just after i finished reading this book through which basically modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Per cy B er nha r d-- Per cy B er nha r d

Without doubt, this is actually the greatest work by any writer. It is actually writter in simple terms instead of confusing. I found out this ebook from my i
and dad recommended this pdf to understand.
-- K r isty Dicki-- K r isty Dicki
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